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INSTRUCTIONS
for glueing the bandsaw coverings Type 1011

The proper coating of the bandsaw wheel ¡s essential lo ensure a smooth run
of the machine. This covering may be replaced by the operator himself
according to the following instructions:

Preparation of the bandsaw wheel
After having taken ofl the old covering, the bandsaw wheel has to be well
cleaned lrom any remaining glue. This is done easily by turning the bandsaw
wheel on the machine, us¡ng a corresponding tool (old f¡le or rasp) to be
placed against the wheel. After this procedure, the bandsaw wheet has to be
thoroughly cleaned. For taking off any greasy substance from the bandsaw
wheel the cleaning procedure has to be repeated by us¡ng benzine.
Thereafler, do not touch the surface any more. The bandsaw wheel has not to
be d¡smounted.

Preparation of the rubber cork coverings
The lenglh of tyre should suit the perimeter of the bandsaw wheel, the tyre
has to be cut ¡n diagonal way.

ì.-
The ends have to be placed very tough one against each other. The ins¡de of
the rubber cork tyre as well as the surface on the bandsaw wheel are to be
cleaned lrom any greasy substance. Keep the non-used parts of the cut tyre
for an evenlual repair of the wheel coating.
For fix¡ng the coverings on the bandsaw wheels, the glue UHU Greenit
Kraftkleber would be su¡table.
Characteristics
Durable at temperature from -20" up to +110" C. The glueing remains elastic
and equalizes lensions with¡n the mateíal. Res¡stant against water, cold,
dilute acids and lyes. lf the glueing has been correclly done (as described
below), the glued materials may be used immediately afterwards.
Contact glueing
The glueing surlaces must to be dry, without any residues of grease and dust.
Spread the glue equally and completely with a spatula or a brush with short
bristles onto both adhes¡ve parts. When processing very absorbing material
spread the glue several times until leaving a visible layer of glue. Do not put
the pieces together ¡mmediately, but let the glue dry (depending on air
hum¡dity and ambient temperature about 1O -1S minutes). Afterwardi, fit the
pieces against each other and press them strongly together. The more
powerful the pressing is done, the better is the glue¡ng durability. lt is
sutficient to pfess just some seconds.
UHU Greenit Kraftkleber should be used at a lemperature of about.15 _
30" C. Lower temperatures and higher a¡r hum¡dity ¡ncrease the time for
drying.

For perfect adhesion, we recommend to bind a strong string or band round
the glued covering. After hav¡ng taken off the string or band, the excessive
glue is to be cleaned ott. ln order to avoid evenlual unevenness and to ensure
perfecl round running of the wheel, the tyre may finally be treated carefully
w¡lh glasspaper.

The shape of the running surface should be ,,crowned,, as shown at the sketch
beneath-
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